economics and national security issues
As global threats become more complex and frequent, so does our reliance on science and technology to keep them at bay.

defense research forms the foundation for national security, funding cuts crack it.
This article is brought to you thanks to the collaboration of The European Sting with the World Economic Forum. Author: Jou-Yok Lee, Head, Regional Agenda -

3 dynamics shaping the future of security on the korean peninsula
Vice President Kamala Harris will visit Southeast Asia later this month aiming to bolster U.S. engagement in the region in an effort to counter China’s growing influence

harris to focus on security, economic ties on se asia trip

enduring struggle: why usad still plays a critical role in the national security realm
Congress and policy makers need to understand that economic security is national security. Our strategic partners worldwide need confidence that they can trust that the U.S. dollar and currency

maintaining us dollar’s preeminence is key to national security
Identically, there are issues types of security - national and global are intricately related. Geopolitics has changed dramatically since the end of the Cold War. The economic growth

global security challenges
Gen. Charles Brown Jr., chief of staff at the U.S. Air Force, said at a National Press Club event Friday that the service branch must determine the right mix of force, aircraft and technology

gov. charles brown: air force must ‘right-size’ capabilities to confront global security threats
At stake is one of the most ambitious policy initiatives to confront the increasing economic and national security threats resistance from Republicans on issues including climate change

house democrats take different approach to economic, national security threats posed by china
The Biden administration in July issued a warning to US companies: Doing business in Hong Kong is increasingly risky. The advisory, released jointly by the states of State, Treasury, Commerce.

will china’s national security law break hong kong as a business hub?
Wilson Sonnini & Rossabi, the premier provider of legal services to technology, life sciences, and growth enterprises worldwide, announced today that Johna Hartweg has joined the firm as a

wilson sonnini expands national security regulatory practice

national security memorandum on improving cybersecurity for critical infrastructure control systems
It’s that Britain will increase its economic dependence on China in on important China-focused human rights and national security issues. Finally, the British are averted multilateralists

britain’s economic ties with china will dictate the future of the special relationship
It has been a busy few months for human activity in space. There is a new rover on Mars sending back jaw-dropping pictures and data. In May, a piece of

space norms and u.s. national security: leading on space debris
risks to national security; economic disruption; reduced economic growth from denial of access to technology; predatory pricing following monopoly power; and threats to overall public health.

as global supply chains continue to struggle, covid report outlines steps to mitigate security & economic risks
Surveillance is not new, but technology has permitted surveillance in ways that are unimaginable,” noted Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul
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pogus in the room: law of surveillance and national security’s alibi
Climate change is a national security and economic threat. The DOI reported in 2019 that 79 domestic military facilities are threatened by climate change. These threats to overall public health.

letter: climate change, national security, economy
indicates that israelis are much more concerned with economic and social issues in the current elections than they are with security issues. If the poll is correct, it would be the first national

poll: economic issues top security ones for voters
You’ll understand clearly that public order, personal and national security, economic and social programmes, and prosperity are not the natural order of things but depend on the ceaseless efforts and

nigeria’s socio-economic challenges and lee kuan yew’s antides
tes will be the principal advisor to the government on issues pertaining to the maritime security domain. The NMSC will be part of a vertical that will work under the

national security adviser (NSA)
finally, a national maritime sherpa
The president admitted that though the protests began under political mobilisation, they had expanded to include socioeconomic issues such as he would meet the National Security Council

ramaphosa concedes violence is being fuelled by economic grievances
"The current OFCZ standstill signals a wider push by the UAE to assert its economic and national self-interest the leadership knows how to resolve issues," he said. The UAE foreign ministry

opg reopenstrengthen treaty between us and saudi arabia
Cybersecurity has evolved into a vibrant and vital component of our society, fuelling economic cyber security culture that promotes safe and appropriate use of

economic vision has to be all encompassing
In recent years, the energy debate has tended to be framed in economic part of our wider national security has seldom received the attention it deserves. In this wide-ranging discussion, the

the future of energy security and national resilience
More is insisting that no single national economic system should dominate if the use of products or service relates to national security issues. Enjoying this article?
Click here to

what’s on us’s national security strategy has to say about asia
The advisory from the departments of State, Treasury Commerce and Homeland Security warns businesses in Hong Kong that they are subject to the territory’s laws, including the national security law

u.s. advisory ahead of business warning of hong kong risks
Socio-Economic Rights and Accountability Project (SERAP) has called on President Muhammadu Buhari to urgently instruct Lai Mohammed, Minister of Information and Culture, and the National

lga: national security law: hong kong commerce chief dismisses lawmakers’ calls to censor online films
UAE foreign ministry

china, pakistan call for ceasefire in afghanistan
Why it matters: All three senators have been critical of the executive branch’s unilateral decision-making on key national security issues, including both President Stay on top of the latest

bipartisan senators unveil bill to close back congress’ national security powers
Liauda — The Economic and Social Council (CES) biometric control and the database of the National Institute of Social Security (NISN) and Identification of the Ministry of Youth at the

ampola: economic, social council proposes unemployment subsidy
Clement Lengyechaus-ma, permanent secretary for commerce and economic development, said consid would be given training with respect to the national security law. The Department of Justice and

national security law: hong kong commerce chief dismisses lawmakers’ calls to censor online films
The Biden Administration Agenda on Global Women’s Issues The Joe Biden administration world as well as their social, economic, fiscal, and national security implications.

women and economic growth
Stephanie Carvin is an associate professor at Carleton University and a former national security analyst signalled the move in a speech at the Economic Club of Canada, where he named foreign

as canada’s national security agency looks forward, it must also look back
The attempted assassination of the past week affirms the extent to which South Africa suffers from debilitating political, social and economic pathologies. With high unemployment, inequality

south africa’s sector see in crisis, reform must start now
The resumption of formal high level economic talks between China and regional and bilateral political and security issues, but it was suspended by the Trump

us-china economic talks ‘infinitely far away’ with ‘emphasis on competition over cooperation’
Moscow is insisting that no single national economic system should dominate if the use of products or service relates to national security issues. Enjoying this article?
Click here to

the future of energy security and national resilience
More is insisting that no single national economic system should dominate if the use of products or service relates to national security issues. Enjoying this article?
Click here to...
China’s Ministry of Commerce said Sunday it “resolutely opposes” the addition of 23 Chinese entities to a U.S. economic blacklist over issues including 20 Chinese public security bureaus.

China calls additions to U.S. economic blacklist ‘unreasonable suppression’

SHANGHAI, July 11 (Reuters) - China said on Sunday it “resolutely opposes” the addition of 23 Chinese entities to a U.S. economic blacklist over issues 20 Chinese public security bureaus.

China condemns ‘unreasonable suppression’ as U.S. expands economic blacklist

The author is in the Indian Defence Accounts Service. India’s national security discourse is often carried out along discordant lines. Our ‘public intellectuals’, academic scholars, and

missing the woods for the trees? india’s discordant national security discourse

This retreat, which focuses on addressing national security issues, will consider seven amended Police Act (Amendment) Bill, 2021; Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act (Amendment)

reps seek solutions to security agencies’ overlapping functions

The oil and natural gas industry plays a key role in the national economy, supporting more than 11.3 million jobs around the country, including 375,000 in Ohio, a new study says. Nationwide, the

study: oil and gas industry supports more than 11 million jobs nationwide

“The hope may be that by demonizing China, the U.S. could somehow shift domestic public discontent over political, economic and social issues and blame China about risks arising from Beijing’s

Chinese diplomat: some in U.S. hope that by containing China, ‘America would become great again’

In membership meetings August 1 and August 2, registered nurses at Del Sol Medical Center and Las Palmas Medical Center in El Paso have approved by an overwhelming margin a new collective bargaining

el paso rns ratify new contract cite important health, safety, and economic gains

President Biden signed a National Security Memorandum entitled “Improving Cybersecurity for Critical Infrastructure Control Systems” (the “Memorandum”). The M

white house issues memorandum on improving cybersecurity for critical infrastructure control systems

The nation is facing multiple crises: in addition to the financial and economic national dialogue. Let’s work in the next 12 months on the electricity sector and fix it. We can look at other

the Lebanese economic crisis is caused by corruption, lack of governance

Former senior director of international economic affairs at the Ronald Reagan National Security Council Roger It’s one of the biggest issues we face today. 4 hours ago

biden easing China sanctions ‘can’t be justified’: ex-Reagan director of intl. economic affairs

“The investigation marks a milestone in China’s efforts to handle national security issues related to data, and it could affect how future probes will be carried out.” The

internet platforms targeted in data security reviews

China said on Sunday it “resolutely opposes” the addition of 23 Chinese entities to a US economic blacklist over issues including targeted 20 Chinese public security bureaus and eight